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Nixon watches for men

Nixon was founded in Incinitas, California in 1998 by Andy Latts and Chad Dina. Starting with the frustration of not having quality watches that meet the needs of skiing and lifestyle browsing, they designed and built the first custom Nixon watches. Finding the best Nixon watches near the plain with Nixon watch stores in
some of the best places in the world like Bali, Melbourne, and Bondi, not to mention our Zumeez stores are Nixon's official dealer locations. Adventure students, athletes and fashion athletes appreciate Nixon's high-quality time pieces for both style and function for the lifestyles that require it. Fit for any occasion with
hundreds of colorways like all gold, rose gold, black, silver, brown leather and more; Popular Nixon women watches such as Kensington, 38-20 Chrono, Time Teller, and Sedry 38 come with the highest standards such as the Japanese Miota Quartz Movement 3 Hand, and permanent hardened metal crystal display,
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